3 Heavyweight Crews Lose at Compton Cup In Year's Last Races

Tech's heavyweight crews suffered another disappointing afternoon last Saturday as they finished last or next to last in four Compton Cup regatta races at Princeton. With the exception of the freshman race, Tech's shells were never in close contention as the Princeton boats took three firsts and Harvard one.

Taking a slight lead in the entire distance, the Tigers outpulled Harvard in the last 20 strokes to win the varsity race by a length. Dartmouth finished third and 2 1/2 lengths behind, with Tech coming in still another length back. Princeton took the JV race by 2 lengths over Harvard with Tech coming in third in a half length ahead of Dartmouth. MIT shot to a lead in the freshman race to lead briefly, but soon both Princeton and Harvard went by to fight it out until the finish with the Crimson winning by 1/4 length. Tech's shell was fourteen seconds behind, beating Dartmouth by three seats. The second fresh race went to Princeton by fourteen seconds with MIT the only other contestant.

Fall Housing Squeeze A Perennial Problem
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Not a chance. Even if he happens to be in a contest group in the world's most exciting and rewarding adventure. You, as a young man of intelligence and sound physical health, may be a part of it. You are considered for the prestigious Military Academy of US. Air Force

If you are between 19 and 26 years of age, investigate the Aviation Cadet in the U.S. Air Force. Priority consideration is now being given to candidates who can show that they have completed the college requirements.

Not a chance. Even if he happens to be in the world's most exciting and rewarding adventure. You, as a young man of intelligence and sound physical health, may be a part of it. You are considered for the prestigious Military Academy of US. Air Force

The flying U.S. Air Force is a team of men who command the aircraft who plan the attack. These are the pilots and navigators, both equally important in the defense of America.

You, as a young man of intelligence and sound physical health, may be a part of this select group in the world's most exciting and rewarding adventure. You will stand you in good stead, whatever your future plans may be—army, navy, or industry. You may become a pilot of the future. You may earn over $5,000 a year 18 months after graduation.

If you are between 19 and 26 years of age, investigate the prestigious Military Academy of US. Air Force. Priority consideration is now being given to candidates who can show that they have completed the college requirements. For full details, write to: Commander, 3500th Recruit Training Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.

Is your room smarter than you are?

THE TEAM THAT DEFENDS AMERICA

The New York Times brings you such complete reports on world events as none other.

Read The New York Times every morning and you've got him by the ears. The Times is your room mate. If he happens to be in the world's most exciting and rewarding adventure. You, as a young man of intelligence and sound physical health, may be a part of it. You are considered for the prestigious Military Academy of US. Air Force

If you are between 19 and 26 years of age, investigate the prestigious Military Academy of US. Air Force. Priority consideration is now being given to candidates who can show that they have completed the college requirements. For full details, write to: Commander, 3500th Recruit Training Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.

*Based on data of various sources, Naval Institute Press.